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Powerful life lesson from Jonah & the whale
Scientists made a heartbreaking discovery about a critically
endangered North Atlantic right whale. The whale, named Snow Cone, is
tangled in "heavy" fishing gear in what is at least her fifth ...

'No Longer Hope' for Endangered Mother Whale Entangled in Fishing
Gear for Months, Experts Say
Snow Cone, the entangled right whale, is unlikely to be seen alive
again. The whale was first spotted by marine biologists in March 2021
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off Cape Cod, Massachusetts, entangled in a large amount of ...

Snow Cone, the Entangled Right Whale, Unlikely to Be Seen Alive Again
A young humpback whale in Massachusetts has been rescued after it
became twisted in hundreds of feet of fishing rope, footage shows.
Fishermen spotted the 30-foot whale, east of Hull, Boston ...

Incredible Footage Shows Rescue of Young Humpback Twisted in Rope
A series of eerie photos of an underwater whale graveyard being
illuminated by a singular flashlight in the background have gone
viral. The haunting images of the graveyard were captured by ...

Whale graveyard captured in eerie scene which looks straight out of a
horror film
HUGO the killer whale was said to have been so unhappy in his
captivity at an aquarium that he slammed his head into the wall of
his tank until he died. The orca suffered a brain aneurysm after ...

Heartbreaking story of killer whale named Hugo who ‘killed himself’
by repeatedly ramming head against tank
Whale Safe, backed by a tech billionaire, is a step forward, but not
the only answer to avoiding collisions, biologists say Fran was a
celebrity whale – the most photographed humpback in the San ...

Ships are turning whales into ‘ocean roadkill’. This AI system is
trying to stop it
A whale with a lot of money to spend has taken a noticeably bullish
stance on Vale. Looking at options history for Vale VALE we detected
10 strange trades. If we consider the specifics of each ...

Vale Whale Trades Spotted
Like many great ideas, it has found a home in Brooklyn in the new
century. “A ‘whale of a story’ means a great amount of a good thing
and this week we have five novels that fit the ...

Center for Fiction: A whale of a tale
Whale scientists could soon do themselves out of a job—or at least a
tiring and repetitive one—by applying artificial intelligence (AI) to
their research. Using machine learning, a team from ...

AI better than humans at detecting blue whale calls
Video captured by whale watchers shows a scuffle taking place in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, near Seattle and Vancouver, between two
humpback whales and a group of orcas. fins went flying in the ...

A whale of a brawl: Pair of humpback whales face off with large pod
of orcas
Oregon State University researchers have developed a new satellite
tag that allows them to better track whales' behavior, including
previously unobservable feeding events during dives. The tag is ...
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Long-term tracking of whale feeding behavior via satellite is now
possible with new tag
A humpback whale was freed after being badly entangled in fishing
gear east of Hull on Sunday, officials said. Fishermen spotted the
young whale and notified the Coast Guard, according to the ...

Humpback whale freed after being entangled in fishing gear near Hull
And scientists aren't the only ones taking notice. On Sunday, a young
humpback whale was spotted outside Boston Harbor tangled up in
fishing gear. The ones who spotted the whale and called for ...
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